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Comments: Immediately put a hold on the licensing process and all preliminary work for the proposed Fermi 3 nuclear power plant in Monroe Michigan.

(Note: I have also signed the comments submitted by Jessie Collins which details many issues of direct concern to all of us.) In summary, far more hearings must be held and the COLEIS must be rewritten to coherently address:

Existing and projected radioactive and other toxic chemical contamination
1. On Lake Erie, wetlands, regional biology and human health and safety
2. From the huge water "use" during operation and construction
3. Using adequate and updated exposure and up-take standards.

You must not only halt the licensing process but prohibit Detroit Edison from engaging in preliminary hiring and construction. The testimony and your own documents show that:
1. No plan exists for treatment of the "waste" even from Fermi 2;
2. Proper permits have not been issued;
3. You have not consulted with all interested and effected parties and groups;
4. You have not considered proper calculation, documentation, financing regarding future demand or need for electricity or immediately available and benigh alternatives.

Thank you,

organization: LCNP Board of Directors (For identification)

address1: PO Box 1091
address2:
city: Mackinaw City
state: MI
zip: 49701
country: USA